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•
 

From last time…

•
 

I don’t want to leave you with the 
impression that 2-5oC is the total 
expected warming effect from fossil fuel 
burning 



Long-term effects of fossil fuel 
burning

•
 

This is approximately 
what happens if we 
burn up all the fossil 
fuels within a few 
hundred years

•
 

Temperature change: 
Each factor of 2 gives 
about (2-5)oC of 
warming

•
 

Hence, a factor of 8 
increase in CO2

 

could 
lead to (6-15)oC of 
warming!

The Earth System (2002), Box Fig. 16-2a
After Walker and Kasting, Paleo3

 

(1992)



Business as Usual:
-- High CO2

 

will saturate quick sinks
--

 
Some excess CO2

 

will persist for more than a
million years 

The Earth System (2002), Box Fig. 16-2b



Significance of climate feedbacks

•
 

The climate system is highly nonlinear
•

 
Climate feedbacks are important

•
 

Consider the effect of CO2

 

doubling on the 
modern Earth
–

 
Surface temperature increase without feedbacks: 
1.2 K

–
 

Surface temperature increase with feedbacks: 2-5 
K,

 
according to the IPCC (Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change)
–

 
Most of the uncertainty comes from how clouds

 will respond



Systems notation

=   system component

=   positive coupling

=   negative coupling

• We need some notation for dealing with feedbacks



Positive feedback loops
 (destabilizing)

Surface
temperature

Atmospheric
H2

 

O

Greenhouse
effect

Water vapor feedback

(+)

• This feedback doubles the magnitude of the surface temperature
change induced by doubled CO2

 

(from 1.2 K to 2.4 K)



•
 

The water vapor feedback becomes 
extremely powerful when one moves 
closer to the Sun

•
 

It can lead to what is often termed a 
runaway greenhouse  



Classical “runaway greenhouse”

Goody and Walker, Atmospheres (1972)
After Rasool

 

and deBergh, Nature (1970)

Assumptions:
• Start from an airless

planet
• Outgas pure H2

 

O
or a mixture of H2

 

O
and CO2

• Solar luminosity
remains fixed

 

at
present value

• Calculate greenhouse
effect with a gray
atmosphere model

1 bar



Positive feedback loops
 (destabilizing)

Surface
temperature

Snow and ice
cover

Planetary
albedo

Snow/ice albedo
 

feedback

(+)

• This feedback is less important on the modern Earth, but
was of great importance during the last Ice Age



•
 

Indeed, under some 
circumstances, ice 
albedo

 
may result in 

global glaciation—a so-
 called “Snowball Earth”

–

 

Such events may have 
occurred at ~2.4 Ga, 0.7 
Ga, and 0.6 Ga

•
 

This phenomenon has 
been studied with both 
simple energy-balance 
climate models (EBMs) 
and with 3-D models
–

 

Global glaciation

 

results 
when the ice line extends 
equatorward

 

of ~30o

 latitude
*Ga

 

= “giga-annum”

 

(billions
of years before present)



Caldeira

 

and Kasting, Nature (1992)
After Budyko

 

(1968) and Sellers (1968)

Modern Earth

Increasing CO2



•
 

Both the H2

 

O and snow/ice albedo
 feedback are positive and thus tend to 

destabilize climate
•

 
Need some negative feedbacks to 
stabilize climate; otherwise, we would 
not be here…



Negative feedback loops
 (stabilizing)

IR flux feedback

Surface
temperature (-) Outgoing

IR flux

• This feedback is so fundamental that it is often over-
looked; however, it is what keeps our climate stable
day to day and month to month

• This feedback can break down when the atmosphere
heats up and becomes H2

 

O-rich



Runaway greenhouse: FIR
 

and FS

• Outgoing IR flux
levels out above
~360 K (90oC)
because the
atmosphere is
now opaque at
those wavelengths

• Thus, the negative
feedback between
Fir

 

and surface
temperature goes
away…

J. F. Kasting, Icarus (1988)

Present Earth

Feedback operates 
in this regime



•
 

What is it that keeps Earth’s climate stable 
over longer time scales?
–

 
In the next lecture, we will discuss the faint young 
Sun problem: What kept the Earth from freezing in 
the distant past when the Sun was up to 30 
percent less bright?

•
 

To understand this, we need to consider the 
carbon cycle

•
 

There are two parts to this cycle, though. 
Normally, we think of the organic carbon 
cycle  



The organic carbon cycle

Photosynthesis 
CO2

 

+ H2

 

O ------------------- CH2

 

O + O2
 Respiration & decay



•
 

This is not what controls the 
atmospheric CO2

 

concentration over 
long time scales, however

•
 

On long time scales, CO2

 

is controlled 
by the inorganic carbon cycle,

 
also 

known as the carbonate-silicate cycle



The carbonate-silicate cycle

(metamorphism)

• Silicate weathering slows down as the Earth cools
 atmospheric CO2

 

should build up
Net reaction:    CaSiO3

 

+ CO2

 


 

CaCO3

 

+ SiO2



Negative feedback loops
 (stabilizing)

The carbonate-silicate cycle feedback

(−)

Surface
temperature

Rainfall

Silicate
weathering

rate

Atmospheric
CO2

Greenhouse
effect



•
 

Indeed, we have evidence that this 
negative feedback cycle works

•
 

It explains the cap carbonates formed 
following the Snowball Earth glaciations  




Ghaub
 Glaciation

 (Namibia)

Glacial 
Tillite

Courtesy of Joe Kirshvink

Maieberg
“cap”

• The bottommost part of this
cap is thought to have formed
from CO2

 

that built up during
the Snowball Earth glaciation



•
 

In order for the CO2

 

/climate feedback to 
work, there must be some way of 
recycling carbonate rocks back into 
gaseous CO2

•
 

On Earth this occurs by way of plate 
tectonics



Plate tectonic map of Earth’s 
surface

• Will plate tectonics occur on other rocky planets?



Venus as
seen by

Magellan

Image made using synthetic aperture 
radar (SAR)

http://www.crystalinks.com/venus703.jpg

• Does Venus have
plate tectonics?



http://www.kidsgeo.com/geography-for-kids/0012-is-the-earth-round.php

Earth 
topography

• Earth’s topography shows
tectonic features such as
midocean ridges



http://sos.noaa.gov/download/dataset_table.html

Earth 
topography

• Linear mountain chains
are also observed



Venus as
seen by

Magellan

Image made using synthetic aperture 
radar (SAR)

http://www.crystalinks.com/venus703.jpg

• Venus does not show
such features, suggest-
ing

 
that plate tectonics

does not operate
• The lack of liquid water
on Venus is probably
responsible



Equal-area
projection showing
842 impact craters

Simple
cylindrical
projection

G.G. Schaber

 

et al., JGR 97, 13257 (1992)

• Furthermore, impact craters
are randomly distributed over
Venus’

 
surface

• What does this imply?



Venus—No plate tectonics!

•
 

Age of Venus’
 

entire surface is 0.5-1 b.y
–

 
By comparison, Earth’s continental cratons

 
are 

well over a billion years old, while the average age 
of seafloor is only 60 m.y.

•
 

Episodic cycle of volcanism on Venus*:
–

 
Surface is static for long time periods

–
 

Heat from radioactive decay builds up in Venus’
 interior

–
 

Widespread melting and volcanism removes the 
heat and resurfaces the planet

–
 

Then, the cycle repeats..
*According to D.L.Turcotte, JGR (1993)



Conclusions
•

 
Feedbacks play an important role in Earth’s 
climate system

•
 

Some of these feedbacks (water vapor and 
ice albedo) are destabilizing

•
 

The CO2

 

-climate feedback brought about by 
the carbonate-silicate cycle is strongly 
stabilizing

•
 

Plate tectonics,
 

or some variant thereof, is 
necessary to recycle carbonate rocks back 
into gaseous CO2
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